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In order to pred;;t accurately the performance of an air-borne or
satellite-borne radar system it is necessary to have a known return power
level as a . reference. To obtain a reference such as this has been the
goal of radar system engineers for a great number of years. An extensive
+	 effort has been made to define a process , by which this reference level
might be achieved. There are four groups sponsored by NASA working to
achieve an accurate repeatable radar calibration technique. These
four groups are: (1) NASA/JSC, (2) Texas A&M University, (3) The'
University of Kansas, and (4) NASA/JPL.
The purpose of this report is to describe the PM-CW radar being
used by NASA/JSC as a Microwave Scatterometer. This description is
limited to a system description, system parameter corrections, and a
presentation of two data sets.
This report will be divided into five major parts: (1) scatter
ometer system design, (2) scatterometer system calibration, (3) param-
eter calculation and correction for data acquisition, (4) ground
scatterometer data acquisition at Jornada Experimental Range, and
(5) Kansas radar cross-calibration test,
ORIGiNAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
2.0 FOUR FREQUENCY GROUND SCATTEROMETER
2.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The ground scatterometer consists of four separate radars with operating
j	 frequencies of 1.6 GHz, 4.75 GHz, 9.5 GHz and 13.3 GH2. Each system is a
swept FM radar using triangular modulation (see: Figure 2.1). The modulation
is provided by the sweeper which sweeps linearly from 0 to 10 volts and back
at a frequency of 150 Hz. Each YIG oscillator is swept through a range of
fc -500 MHz to f c +500 MHz,, where fc is the center frequency except for the
1.6 GHz which is swept ± 160 MHz. The YIG oscillators serve as the trans-
mitten oscillators as well as the LO's for the mixers. The signal out of
the mixer is fed to the spectrum analyzer where it is sampled and digitized,
and then to the calculator for processing and data storage.
2.2 FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS
The four ground scatterometer systems are swept FM systems with
triangular modulation, the legs of the triangle being linear. The system
is nominally swept from fc -500 MHz to fc +500 MHz, except for the 1.6 GHz
as described above, fc being the center frequency of the system or from f1
to f2 and back as shown in Figure 2-2 at a rate m.
The received frequency tracks the transmitted frequency but is delayed
by the time (T) which is a function of the range to the target. for a point
target at range R,
T	 c = vel'ocity of light
fT = ( f 1 +mt	 , f increasing
( f -mt	 , f decreasing2
fR = fT (t-T) = fT (t -)
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Mixing an attenuated part of the transmitted frequency with the
received frequency and using the difference, the IF, which is also the
signal frequency, for point target range R is
fs FIF = (fT-fR(=f1+mt-fi-m(t-),
f  = 2mR
The actual signal used in the application of the ground scatter
ometer is obtained from an extended target and the ranges from different
parts of the target are different. Hence, the actual signal will be a
band of frequencies whose value will be bounded by the ranges at the
edge of the receiver antenna benmwidth. Hence,
Afs - fR2 - fR1 = 2mR2
	
2mR1
Afs=7 (R2 -R i )= -2^m AR
Since the , $)stem is swept through the bandwidth B (nominally, 1 GHz)
Iin time T, where T is given by T =
	
rep , the FM rate is
m - B 2B frep
Nominally,	 frep	 150 Hz.
Since Afs cm AR	 the slope of the frequency vs.
range is 2 _ 2 (2B frep) = 4B frep
Using nominal values the slope should be
2m _ 48 re _ 4 (109 ) (150) = 2KHz/meter
0 - C	 3•x 108
As we shall see later, the actual measured.value of 
cm 
is somewhat




The non zero antenna beamwidth and the antenna position relative
to the target results in different slant ranges to the target as shown
in Figure 2-3.
	




points of maximum gain are given by the following equations:
6
I
R	 =	 h/cos 0
k	 R1 =	 h/cos (O-OA/,)
R2 =	 h/cos (0+6ef	 ) ,72
where
h	 vertical height above ground
OA =
	 3 ds along track antenna beamwidth,
0	 look angle,
R	 =	 slant range to center of footprint ,
R1	slant range to near edge of beamwidth , and
R2	slant range to far edge of beamwidth. r















3.0 SCATTEROMETER SYSTEM CALIBRATION
3.1 DETERMINATION OF PR
The signal return for the ground scatterometer system can be
estimated in the usual manner by using the radar equation as follows:
2




 = return power at receiver antenna
PT = power transmitted
Gl.. GR
 = transmitter and receiver antenna gains
X - radar wavelength
a = radar cross-section of target
R = range of target
0
The ground scatterometer is designed to measure sigma zero (v ).
the radar cross section per unit area or scattering coefficient. If
the target is homogeneous and small enough such that v does not vary
over the angle $A , the average scattering coefficient for a target may
be written as
a° A ,where A = Footprint area for an extended target.
Substituting the Q° in the radar equation yields:









The calibration of the ground scatterometer could be performed
by measuring PTO GT , a^4 GR and then determining the system response
to measure PR at the output of the system. Another method is to measure
the cross-section of a known target and take the ratio of the power returned
from a target to the power returned from the known calibration target.
This method eliminates the need to measure the system gains and responses,
ando in modified form, is the method used to calibrate the ground
scatterometer.
From the r.dar equation above,










For a given,stable system, the quantity in brackets, K, should remain
a constant. The determination of R and A is done by direct measurement
or calculation.
The determination of PR is done using the spectrum analyzer. The
output of the spectrum analyzer is a power spectral density, and the
voltage output at a given frequency is related to tOe power input within
a small bandwidth Af centered at that frequency by the relation
V M PA f
where k is a constant of proportionality which includes the system
response. The return power is estimated by
PR	 k	 V2(f)df
fAf S
where Afs is the signal bandwidth. A method for approximating the
`	 integral will be given in the next section.
6
i
The calibration of the ground scatterometer system reduces to the
determination of K in the equation for a*. This can be accomplished
8
PR = PTGTQRXZd(4,^)3R4





by making measurements on a calibration target with a known crass-
section, generally a sphere. A sphere has the advantages of having
the same cross -section at all radar frequencies, easy alignment of
target and radar, and no depolarization of the ref l ected signal.
Table 3-1 gives various calibration targets and the method of determin
their cross-section.
3.2 CALIBRATION CONSTANT DETER14INATION
3.2.1. RADAR EQUATION
where
PR = Return power,
PT = Power transmitted,
GT ,GR = Transmit and receive antenna gains,
X = Radar wavelength,
a = Radar cross-section of target,
R = Range to target, and
A = Footprint area for extended target,
Assuming, for a given system, that P Tp GT , and GR
 are constant
	
4Tr 3	 j K = a)-
	
[pTGT RG Xc	 i RR^
4
For a given Cal Target, such as a sphere, the calculated
value of a is used and P R

































3.2.2. DETERMINATION OF PR
The output of the ground scat mixer is a voltage which is pro-
portional to the square root of received power, i.e.,
v °` PR
The voltage output of the mixer is spread over the signal bandwidth
of the system. 'This mixer output is fed to `the spectrum analyzer
which produces a power spectral density of the-signal. For our measure-
ments the output of the spectrum analyzer is set for DBV with a 1 KHz
bandwidth. Hence, the power spectral density for each spectrum analyzer
sample is
P(dBV) = 20 LOG V = 10 LOG V2,
where V is voltage output of mixer
V2 (f) = 10 P(DBV)/10
The total power received in the signal bandwidth is given by
PR = k	 V2(f)df,
ifs
where k is a constant of proportionality. In actual practice, the
above integral is approximated by the summation as, follows:
PR = Ei2 Af,
ofs
where (see Figure 3-1):
pf = sample separation Hz,
V i   = normalized power in bandwidth Of, and























4.0 PARAMETER CALCULATION AND CORRECTION FOR DATA ACQUISITION
4.1 GROUND SCAT BEAMWIDTH AND FOOTPRINT AREA CORRECTIONS
Since the beamwidths of the new configuration of the ground
scatterometer have decreased while the transmit and receive antenna
separations have increased and since the antennas are boresighted
at a point 75' from the antennas, the overlap of the transmit/receive
footprints is reduced as the range departs from 75 1 , as shown in
Figure 4-1. Previously, for calculating the footprint area, it was
assumed that the transmit and receive footprints overlapped completely
at; all ranges and that the footprint area could be approximated by an
ellipse whose major and minor axes were determined by projecting the
along-track and cross-track beamwidths on the ground at the desired
range.
The reduced beamwidths and increased antenna separations of the
reconfigured ground scatterometer system require that correction
factors for the footprint areas and gains be applied. The separation,
L, of the centers of the transmit and receive footprints is shown in
Figure 4-2. The separation of the antennas is S.
For a given range, R, the footprint center separation is:
L = n abs (R-75),
where	
L = footp4int center separation,
S = antenna separation
	
1.78' for 18' dishes and
14.53' for 4' dishes
R = range from antennas to footprint center.
This separation of the transmit and receive footprints complicates
the two-way along-track and cross-track beamwidth calculations. The
shaded area in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 represents the overlap of the
one-way transmit and receive patterns; Clearly, to calculate the





Figure 4-1 Antenna Pattern Gverlap
ORIGINAL P,13E,: is
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Figure 4-4 Angular Offset From Antenna Boresight
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This axis is offset from the center of the pattern, C. by the amount
L/2, where L is the footprint center separation, calculated above,
The angular offset, f/2, represented by the offset distance L/2 is
given by:
0/2 a tan-1(LZR).
This angular offset will be used along with pattern information to
calculate two-way beamwidths.
To facilitate the use of a computer to perform the beamwidth
and footprint area calculations, a simple function is required to
describe the pattern information. One such function that seems to
work very well was proposed by Morris Drexler of the Physical Sciences
Laboratory (PSL), New Mexico.State University. It represents the
gain versus angle dependency of the pattern in the functional form
G = cosne, see Figure 4-5, and
G(db) n 20 n log (cose),
where	 in . A + BO . G dB	 ^.log c se
t'
	
	 A	 angle measured from peak gM n, and
g = gain,
Several points from the measured pattern are used to determine
the regression equation for n versus a and determine the constants
A and B. Table 4- 1 lists the values for A and B for each frequency,
antenna, and polarization for both along - track and cross-track beam-
widths. With these values stored in the computer, any of the antenna
patterns can be reconstructed with a maximum error of 0.2 dB, To
k
j	 determine  the two -way along-track beamwidths for any combination of
polarizations, recall that the transmit and receive patterns are
each offset from the along track axis by an angular distance ^/2,
d'	 Figure 4-6 shows that the peak gain of the along -track pattern offset
from the peak of the cross-track pattern by #/2 is reduced by AG.
Assume that the along -track pattern has the same shape for any angle
























RECEIVE	 (Dish #1) TRANSMIT	 (Dish #2)
Port __
Along-Track Cross-Track Along-Track Cross-Track
A 114.52949 95.87447 110.70820 68.22823
1.6 GHz H B -0.46396 -2.35479 -0.18304 1.62652
103.89 36 117.01953 68.43 85 108.0	 87
V B -3.61144 -0.89083 1.26610 2.31202
A 847.69575 786.49935 648.14155 594.99M
H
B 90.81535 -31.69313 229.91505 58.25549
4..75 GHz
A 662.28381 777,53580 572.57125 892.40060
V
B 43.53339 109.78388 76.92901 66.37332
A 367.23479 323.09613 276.06934 389.69973
H
.5 GHz B 28.35611 13.42379 81.13510 -10.03755
A 245,19170 447.25262 268.10552 378.09661
V
B 56.67478 -24.95307_ 38.45177 8.82711
A 1175.92320 553.20650 707.41458 535.43653
H
13.3 GHz
-248.05369 53.09570 -70,24071 -0.44003
A 827,51286 433.82269 369.83395 305.16556
V









One can then obtain the two-way, MS, along-track pattern by summing
the two patterns, reduced by the appropriate AG, point by point and
finding where the suin is 3-dB down from Gmax, the cross-track peak
gain, as shown in Figure 4-7.
The cross-track two-way beamwidths are somewhat easier to obtain.
The cross-track patterns are first constructed from the data in Table 4-1,
and are each offset from the peak by the angle ^/2, see Figure 4-8,
The two patterns are then summed point-by-point and the resultant two-
way pattern is obtained. The points where the resultant gain is
-3dB determine the two-way cross-track beamwi'dth,
Since the angle 0/2 varies with range, and the two-way beamwidths
vary with 0/2, a large lookup table would be required in the data
collection program to take into account the complete variation of
beamwidth with range. A more compact method of storing the required
data is to perform a regression of beamwidth on ran=,fie and store the
resulting curve-fit constants. This was performed for the ground
scatterometer in its present configuration and the data is given in
Table 4-2. In general, it was found that different regression
equations were required for ranges less than 75 feet and ranges
greater than 75 feet. Also, a polynomial of the second degree was
required to best fit the data and is given as ;
BW=Ap*A1R +A2R20
where ,
BW = two-way beamwidth, in degrees, and
R = range in feet
The constants given in Table 4-2 are stored in the Data Collection
Program and used to calculate the footprint area. The range, R, is
first determined from the ground scatterometer geometry using the
corrected height of the antennas and the antenna look angle. This
calculated range is used to determine the along-track and cross-track
two-way beamwidths front Table 4-2 depending on the frequency, polari-


























Figure 4-7 Two-way Along-Track Pattern
wia	 wide










Al 0.05697 0.09456 0.061750 0.07700









A -0.00001 -0.00004 -0.00002 0
075' A i 0.21079 0.20159 0,21109 0.20273
1.6 GHz A -0.00113 0.00107 -0.00114 -0.00107
Cross-Trk R o 12.01074 10.98727 11.64727
R>75' A l -0.08064 -0.08472 -0.08472 -0.08522
A2 0.00027 0.00029 0.00029 0.00029
o -8. -5.00006
4.75 GHz 11^75' Ai 0.17973 0.31229  0.20926 0.25703
Along-Trk A '0.04127 -0.00223 0.00149 -0.00183_
Ao --2-.14788
R>75' Al 0.01062 0.01123 0,00924 0.00897
A -0.00009 -0.00011 -0.00008 -0.00009
r -6.54286 -6.76000 -6,17429 7-710857
R575' A, 0,20026 0.20086 0.18923 0.21109
4.75 GHz A -0.00106 -0.00109 -0.00100 -0.00114
Cross-Trk Ao 6.77420 59740 6.69604
R>75' Ai -0.07536 -0.07891 -0.07691 -0.08136
A2. 0.00024 0.00027 0.00026 0.00027
Ao 2 .62000 3.19286 2.79000 3.03286
075 1 A l 0.02003 x.01133 0.01859 0.01133
9.5 GHz A -0.00014 -0,00007 -0 .00013
Along-Trk Ao 3.38260 3.71333 3.53333 3.55333
R>75' A l -0,00069 -0,00093 -0,00093 •0,00093



















A2 0.00012 0.00009. 0,00011 0.00013
0 1.19000 2.23000 1.69714 1.99000
11,05 1
-
A l 0.01859 0.01859 0.02809 0.01859
13.3 GHz A
-0.00013 -0.00013 -0.00020 -0.00013
Along-Trk Ao .38675, . M-8
R>75' Al 0.00218 -0.00069 0.00032 0.00032
A2 0.00002 0 -0.00001 -0.00001
-0.27857 . .	 2` 86
R05' Ao 0.06564 0.06164 0,07217 0.06491






R>75' A l - -0.02524 -0.03051 -0.02950
A 2 0.00009 0.00008 0.00011 1	 0.00010
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kprojection on the ground of the two-way antenna pattern and is assumed
to be elliptical. The semi-major and semi-minor axes are calculated
as follows (see Figure 4-9).
b	 = R tan (CTBW/2)
Rn
 = H/coL (8 - ATBW/2)
R. = H/cos (0 + ATBW,/2)
a	 IRN2 + R F 2 - 2RNRFcos(ATBW), k/2
where
R = range to center of ;ootprint
0	 = look angle
H = corrected height
ATBW = along-track two-way beamwidth
CTBW = cross-track two-way beamwidth
RN = range to near edge of footprint
RF = range to far edge of footprint
a	 = semi-maJor axis
b	 = semi-minor axis
The footprint area is therefore:
A	 Trab
To calculate the gain reduction caused by the incomplete over-
lapping of the one-way footprints at ranges other than 75 1 . we use the
procedure in Figure 4-3 and described in the text for that figure.
This gain reduction can be described in a regression equation on the


























CF = -17.97 + 0.5065R-3.566x10-'3R2 , R -` 75'
CF = 0.1546 + 0.01131R-1,673x10 -4R2 , R>75'
where	 CF = correction factor in dB to be added to the calculated
sigma zero (q°) in dB
These footprint area and gain corrections, while not exact,
provide a better approximation of oo than was obtained in the past.
4.2 CORRECTION OF ANTENNA HEIGHT AND RANGE
During operation of the ground scatterometer, the measuring
tape used to determine the.height of the antennas above the ground
is attached to the pivot shaft of the antenna positioner. The range
is determined geometrically from the height and lonk angle. The range
required for the sigma zero calculations is the electrical path from
the antenna feed point to the target. Since the feed point of the
antenna does not lie on the pivot shaft, the feed point height above
the ground will vary with the look angle. The range to the target
will also change with look angle. This change in range must be
compensated for in the sigma zero calculation. The geometry and
equations given on Figure 4-10 are sufficient to make this compen-
sation when reducing the scatterometer data.
4.3 RANGE OFFSET AND FREQUENCY/RANGE SLOPE
As was discussed in the section on FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS,
the IF frequency output of the ground scatterometer should vary
linearly with range when measuring a point target. The range is
measured from the feed point of the antennas, but the IF frequency
depends on the entire electrical path including cables and other
components. Therefore, when the range is zero, the frequency will
not be zero, but some frequency higher than zero. Therefore?
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R	 range to target measured from antenna feed point,
W = range offset due to cables, etc.,
2m - slope of frequency/range plot, amd
m = FM rate .
The slope and range offset could be calculated sirce all quantities
involved can be measured. For instance, the FM rate in Hz/sec is
given by.
m = 2Bfrep,
where B is the FM bandwidth, nominally 1 GHZ, and F rep is the sweep
repetition frequency, nominally 150 Hz. In actuality, it is very
difficult to measure B accurately using the spectrum analyzer. Simi-
larly, it is difficult to measure R, since the propagation time for
each type of cable and component must be known as a function of radar
frequency.
A simple method is to measure the IF frequency for a point target at
several ranges and use the data to fit a least squares curve. This
curve has the form given by the. following'equation.
f=ao+a1R
where
ao j Ef^) 2 (ERi 2 ) -2 Ri(EfiRi) and
NERi - (ERi)
_ NEfiRi	 ERi	 Efi )
1	 Na ERi 
-
(ERi)2
where f l is the frequency corresponding to R 1 , f2 corresponds to R2,
etc., and N is the number of
,





In terms of system parameters:
,. 2m
ao - c RO
2m
a1 - C , and
RO z ao/2m = ao
c	 a1
These measurements must be repeated for each
different characteristics. The knowledge of
permits us to roughly check the accuracy of
measurements, lets us know how to set up the
are used in the calculation of the number of
a single measurement.
system since they ha__
these relationships
the range during terrain
spectrum analyzer, and
independent samples for
4.4 FADING STATISTICS AND INDEPENDENT SAMPLES
Fading of a radar signal comes about because of phase inter-
ference phenomena in a coherent signal. The ground scatterometer
generates a coherent signal and is therefore subject to fading.
The effect manifests itself in that if two measurements are made on
two different locations in a homogenous, randomly rough field, signifi-
caot differences can be obtained. In fact, if each measurement contains
only one independent sample, the variation in sigma zero between the
two measurements can be 18dB! Fading statistics are similar to the
statistics for narrow-band Gaussian noise and follow a Rayleigh dis-
tribution. To obtain a valid estimate of sigma zero, many independent
samples must be taken and averaged. For two samples to be independent,
it is necessary that the targets being measured differ sufficiently in
aspect angle, radar frequency or location. It is possible to obtain






independent samples obtained in a given measurement is equal to the
time/bandwidth product of the system for that measurement. The bar
width required is the signal bandwidth, Ofs. The time is the time
required for the system to complete one sweep through the FM bandwi
given by:
_ 1T p.
Therefore, the number of independent samples, N i , for a single




Table 4=3 gives a rough estimate of the number of independent samples
per measurement as a function of look angle for given aloe
	 9	 9	 ng"track,
 beamwidth, 0A with an antenna height of 50 feet. The 4.75 GHz
system has the smallest 
SA 
and hence the smallest RO at a given angle.
Therefore, it has the smallest N i at each angle. For'all four systems,
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5.0 GROUND SCATTEROMETER DATA ACQUISITON AT JORNADA EXPERIMENTAL
RANGE
The simulated roughness and agricultural sites used are
located at the Jornada Experimental Range northeast of Las Cruces,
New Mexico. These prepared fields are 2500 feet long and 500 feet
wide. One field is divided into four random roughness sections sepa-
rated by access roads. The two south fields have large-scale random
roughness and the two north fields have small-scale random roughness.
The other field is also divided into four sections, two each of dif-
ferent row spacings. The two north sections have closely spaced
rows which will be used for the ground data acquisitor.
Data was acquired using the access road between the two north
sections for small-scale roughness data and the access road between
the two south sections for large-scale roughness data, Two physical
locations, 50 feet each side of field centerline were used for each
roughness scale. Sample data summaries are included for the dif-
ferent frequencies, look angles and antenna polarizations and are
presented in figures 5-1 and 5-2.
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Figure 5-1	 Sigma Zero Data taken at Jornada Test Range
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During August 1982 a test was conducted by four Scatterometer teams
in order to calibrate all four systems against several common targets.
The fixed targets observed by the systems were as follows:
1) Four foot diameter ,
 aluminum sphere of known cross-section,
2:) Corner reflector,
3) Two foot flat plate,
4) Eight inch Luneberg Lens,
5) Twelve inch Luneberg Lens, and
6) Seven foot Lazy Susan Gravel Target.
In addition to the above mentioned fixed targets several extended
targets were observed. These targets are described below.
Target number one - This target was field corn with 18" row spacing
and tassel height from seven to ten feet. This target presented some
problems since there were radar returns from the ground as well as the
crop canopy. The antenna height was adjusted in the computer dptA
processor. The radar cross-sections, oo, for this target are given
in Figures 6-1 to 6-3.
Target number two ., This target was 50% mature Soy Beans with a
crop canopy of about three feet. This target did not display the
double return as observed in the corn observations. The radar cross-
section measured for this target is summarized in Figures 6-4 to 6-6.
Target number three - This target was a randomly plowed field.
For the purposes of comparison to the data taken in New Mexico, it
should be noted that this field was covered with about 30% green
vegetation. This vegetation cover will alter the radar return
expected from a bare randomly plowed field. Figures 6-7 to 6-9
presents the summary of the results for this target.
Target number four - This target was a flat grass field. The
grass height was between four and six inches. Just prior to taking
radar observation at this field there was a one half inch rain. The
narrow leaf grass was given about four hours to dry before starting






After the extended target data-acquisition was completed the
v	 fixed calibration targets were observed to determine if there was
any system drift. It is suggested that dielectric measurements be
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Figure 6-6	 Sigma Zero Data for Soybeans VH and_HV Polarization
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Figure 6-9 Sigma Zero Data for Rough Bare Field VH and HV
Polarization
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Figure 6-10 Sigma Zero Data for Grass HH Polarization
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The implementation of the RADAR system described in this report





end calibration. System operation is fairly straight forward, however;
data acquisition time needs some improvement.
a
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This appendix provides a listing of the computer programs







U: Ileile 0: rile tirectory 	 7-9-82":
1:	 of	 06
 or t "File Oir ec for y", "---- ---------" = spc
3: prt 110: 11 ,"File Directory";spc
4: prt "l:","Data Collection" ;spc
5: prt 112:11, "Calioration";spc
U: prt 0'3: 11 , " Plot Ground Scat","Sweep on Printer",-spc
7: prt 11 4: 11 , " Mange Uttset-","Freg/Rng Slope";spc
8: prt 11 5:,',"Dumo Data Niles","	 to Printer";spc
9: prt "We"Dump Cal Files","	 to Printer"=spc
1V prt 11 7 : ", "Data 111 able"; spc
11: prt "8:" , "'Statistics";spc













d - 5 -8 2":
1• of	 "" .
2: "Init":
3: prt "Data Collection","---- ----------";spc	 ;lcl 7;ckg	 10
4: d i m A(121,A$(12pU)pL$[21 ► P$14#21
5: dev	 "SYIJ 11 ,704, 11 SPE	 MA11,717
6: n ,	 "
	 ' 0 	
n	 n"	 u^ first	 + "'x$[11;Scconc]	 +A$ [21;	 i'hird	 ..AS[3)
7: "6 , ourth"+A$(41; "r-ifth 	 h$[51;"Sixth "+A$[6
d "3eventh"+A$[71 ;"E:i3t:th"+A$(8]; "Niflt h" ► A;^[y) j9: "Ten th "+A$[10) ;"Lleventt^"+A$(111i"'1'wellth" +A$(121
10: ant	 " month? ',,r0,"Day:>",rl,"Year?",r2
11: "	 so: \
1.1; "Printer SOUP":
13: ent "Nrint data on Line Printer?l=yes ",X•
1.4 : it,	i f#I; g to "Look Angle	 Setup"
15: ant "Insert paper;press CONTINUE;",X
16: s1g	 11; wtb 6,27,69,-l*B
17: fmt 10x,z;wrt u;wtb 6,27,77
IS: wtb 6,27,87,int(8*120/64),int(8*120)
19:   .
20: "LOOK Angle Setup":
21: ent '',vo. of look angles to be used?'',N
22: for I-1 to N
23: dsp A$[I) , "LOOK Angle?"
24: ent	 "",A[I)
25: next I
26: ent " Height in feet?",E;E+r3
27 • "
28: "Tape"
'	 29: ent "Insert Data Tape ; press CONTINUE;",X
30: ant "Date 'Pepe fwmber?", r30
31: ant "No.	 o1 Wiles on Tik 0? ",r31
32; ant	 "e4o.	 o1 Piles on Trk
	 1?",r32
,33: ant "Record Data on which trk?	 0 or	 1",r33;trk r33
34 : it	 L lg 10; c tg	 10 ; g to	 "Time"
30: 11 er eq 01:
37: 011t	 "acaLteromcter Frequency in GHz?",E'
.fir,: r.at	 1,14.1,"	 Glt--	 System"
-	 39: if	 V = 1.75; fmt	 1, 14. 2, "	GIN	 System"





.tpolarizations to be used? ,i? 
44. for	 to p
45: dsp A$ [ I) , "Pol?
	 Hti,	 VV,	 twe	 or VH"











52: "Print initial conditions":
(5,3: imL	 "uatc:	 ",L'2.U,"-"pt2.0:wrt	 10,rU,r1,r2(,",L2.U,"-
5 4: tint	 " Height(.Lt):	 ",k4.1;wrt	 160Li
55: tint	 ";3ite	 No:	 11 ,0.2;wrt	 16,S/100 ;st>c
56: 11	 It:
57: "Range Uttset & Vrec;/Rng Slopa":
58: the values for these parameters are determined":
59: "	 for each frequency froin File 4:	 Range Offset-":
60: Wreg/Rng Slope	 1> rogram" :
61: ant	 ".',wee(	 1,epetition	 Efate?",r25; 1-D
b2: if	 F=1.6; 19. f,+r8;l.08 *r25 +r9x b3: it	 F=4.75;15.1+r8;3.627*r25+r9
64; if	 C=9. 5; 13.4+x8;3.764 *r25+rI
65: if	 F=13.3;16.2+r8;3.451*r25+r14
G 66: "	 ",
67• "	 ol":
68: i1	 u>P;yto "Freq"
f
69: dsp 10 3et polarization to",P$ (D) ,"; C%4111INUL'"{ 70: en t	 loll 	 X; 1+d
9	 ! 71: Lmt "Polarization;	 ",c2;wrt	 16,P$(n];spc
72;
73: "Ti n,
74: iL	 3>.4; U+l*'v ;gt0	 "pol"
75: ens	 "'mime (hr . tin) ?",'1';'1'+rll
76: int(,1')+,t; l00*(2'- X)+Y
7y7: ^	 10 .
73 : "q n(j loll
74: A [J I -A; A+r.L2
dU: t•nt	 "Look
	
nncjle:	 ", t 4., U;wr t	 16,A
'	 61: trot	 "P	 mc:(ii:n);",f3.0,"c",Lz2.U,-wrt	 16,k,Y
A2: it;
B3: " 1Licjht Correction and	 Range	 retermination":
54: it	 0'=1.G	 or	 V = 4. 75; f:+2. 23* sin (A) +1. 25*cos (A) •+r13+H
85: i L	 V=4.5
	
or	 G'=1s.3; t?;+4.lit *sin(A) -.11*cos (l^) +x13 +11
36: txJ	 1;EjrL	 "Oo1.ghL(corr) =",it
87: 11/c:os(A)+t?+r14;tint	 "E\ange(tt) :	 ",t 5. l;wrt	 16,R
lid: Lint	 "aet elovation	 to	 ",f2.(l,"	 Jeg;C0'4TI1Uh;'';wrt 0,A;stp
8




91: "'	 Frequency Synthesizer":
92: ' inter Frequency: 	 Variable":
93': "	 Frequency Step:	 10 Hz" :
94: "	 Ti me /Stop:	 loins":
95: .spectrum hnalyzer":
96: uishlay kef :	 d3V"
97: Display Smoothing:	 On":
98: "	 WAnJwidth:	 1000 11z" :
99: "	 Input Range:	 +10 dull:
lUU: "	 Inout Impedance:
	
1 megon ►n":




103: rem 7; iint "R1511"-5M211";wr t "SPE, AWA"
104:  „,
A-5
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105: "::enter Frequency ;search"
106: r9 (R+ra) +C+Y
107: C-5050+C;-70+b1;50+X;gsb "search"
108: Y- 1010+C; 10+X;gsb "search"
109: X+C+r15;g to '-pr tfroc("
110: "search" :
111: for I=1 to 200
112: C+X+C
113,: f lilt "C," , f .1 , "="; wr t "SYN" , C; wai t 5
114: wrt ".5PE W1A", "T"; fMt E.2 ;.red "SPE; .Ay A" ,Z
115: if Z>,y ; Z+t4;C+Y
116: next I
117: reIt
11 18: "prttreq": txd O;prt "Center Freq:",C
119V "	 " :
120: "Summation of Data between -6 dBV Points":
121: gsb "data"
122: Z +144; " "+L$;U+r27+r28
123: C-10+C
124: gsb "data"
125: if ZQb1-6; g to "Low Freq"
126: if C<Y-50 00; g to +2
127: g to -4
128: prt "Low 6-d BV limit","	 not reached";1+r27
129: "Low Freq" :
130: fmt "Low Frey: ",f6.0;wrt 16,C;C+rl6
131: gsb "data"





137: if C<Y; g to +2
138: if Z<t4-6; g to "high F'req"
139: if C>Y+5000;gtc +2
140: 9 to " sum"
141: prt "d igh 6-dB V limit", "	 not reached11;1+r28
142: "High Freq":
143: fmt "High F'req: ",t5.0;wrt 16,C;C+rl7
144: rl7-rl6+rlu;fmt "Signal BW ': 11 ,15.0;wrt 16,rlb;gto "prtdata"
145: "data":
146: font " L ",f.l,"=";wrt "SYd",C;wait 10




151: tmt b,"V ",b,"=",e12.3;wrt 16,126,29,V
152: U +rl9;V + r2U;beep ; wait 500;beep







1.56: y sh "Beamwidth"
157: txd	 1; pct	 00 A1ong-1:r k 0vj: ", r6, 1'Cross- Crk 	1OW 1 , r7
156: R*tan(r7/2)+X
159: It/cos(A-r6/'2)+0
160: I i/cos(A+r6/2) +T;`P- .;+'1W .^
161: fl 5*3+V *,P-2*S*,Y'*cos(r6))/2+Y
162: n*X*Y+A;A+r21
103: E nt "Qootorint(Et",b,")=",/,fl6.21wrt 16,29,A
16 4 i 	 :
1u5: alit.) ration Data":	 _
166: "	 1.6	 GH7,	 4.75 GHz	 4.5 GFIz 13.3	 G;Hz"
67: "	 ------- -	 --------	 -------- --------^
168: "	 1 u of V"2	 Hii	 29.925	 6.91	 .2386 .508
169: "	 VV	 26.85	 3.737	 .623 .4481":
170: Rangc,(f t)	 79.3	 79.3	 77.9 77.9
171: "	 Delta Erect	 10.0	 10.0	 10.0 10.0




174: "	 tc=(3 igmc.(spnore) )/ I (Sum oL 	 V^2) (Delta	 F're q ) (Pange)^4)
175: it	 V41.0 gto ±4
176: iL	 I^SI^)]^"1111";]c-9 ► K
177: it	 P$IDI="\/V ";1.l34e-9+K
17b: LL	 or	 P$(Dj="bH"; 1.092e -9+K
179: it	 F # 4. 7 5; 9 to +4
160: if	 0$IJ]=" i UI	 4.6e-9+K
161: ir.	 P$(J]= "VV 8.506e-9+K
182: it	 P$I0j =1'HV"	 or	 1?$[0)="VW';6.553e - 9+K ^	 {
183: i c•	 F # 9. 5; g to +4
164: it	 h$Ipj	 riff"	 1.431e-7+K
185: if	 P$I1)]= "VV"_;5.479e-8+K
186: it	 H$ID]="'IV"	 or	 P$ I D I	 VII ";9.895e -8+K
187: iE	 F' 1(13.3;gto +4
188: if	 P$1DI ="HII";5.805 e-6*K
189: if	 P$[Dj= "VV";7.617e-8-K
190: iE	 P$(u) ="HV"	 or	 P$ ID]="VII	 6.71le-8 +IC
191: K+r22
192:  ,
193: ".3i9ma 'Zero Calculation":
194: 3igma Zero=K* ((Sum of V"2) (Delta Frog) (Range)"4) /(Urea)
195:. K*V*10*H..4/A+S
196 it	 F # 4. 75	 y to +3
197: if	 12<=75; S*tn" ((-17.97+.5065*R-3. 566e-3 *R^ 2) /10) +S
196: if	 it>75; S*tn^ ((.1546+.01131 *Fc - 1.673e-4*R^2) /10)+S
1:35: S+r23; 1Ulog (5)+r24
200: pr 	 "******* **** * * * * * " ; soc
2U1: txd 2; prt "Sigma	 Zero(dB)=".r24, "*************«**";spc
202: txd 1; rrt "Sweep Rep Rate=",r25
203: 'A*r9/(2*r25)+r2G
































































OF p t3CR QUALI'T'Y
'a
"Record Data 017 'rape":
cnt "ttc:cord L)ata on '['ape? 1-yes 0-110" X; i t X=U; -1*A; y to " ip"
idt A,X,Y,X,X
it YOU; tat A+l;yLo -1
rct A,r2d; txd 0;prt "Tape No-",r 30 ,"'Track 14o=",X,"File ,I
	 rA
it X-U; g to "trk  U"
if X= l;gto "trk 1"
"trk 0"': it A#r31-l;gto "lp"
i tt lg l l; g sb "Line Printer"
it tl'gll; beep; wait 5U0;bccp;wait 5UU;bcop
it i lgll •, ent "Cnange paper ( track sw itch) ;C'UNV' ,'1,;1-t3
cc w; trk 1; 1+03 ;qto "inc"
"trk 1": it Mr32-1;gto "lp"
if llcjll;cash "bine Printer"
beergw.~.,it 50U;*beep;wait 500;beep
(:-nt "Change Data 'Pape & Nar y>r" ,X
3pu 'f;,7+1^J; sfq 1U;,j to "Tape"
"11)": it tlgl.l;cjsb "fine Printer"




if v' 111.6;,1 to ' 1 4.75 GIN"
1.6 HH'':if P$,(D14 If HIV';gto +5
ii 1?<=75; 4.35429+.05697 *It-.0004*Rt 2--r6
it R<=75;-1:97+.21079 *R-.U0113*R"2+r7; 1*r5; ret
6.44416+.00034*R-.000U1*13-2*r6
12. 010 74 06064*R+.00027*R^2+r7;1+r 5; rest
"1.6 dV": it: P$1D1# "VV"; g to +5
it R<=75; 4.11657+.09456 *R- .00067 *N^2+r6
it R<=75;-1.81571r.20159*R-.00107*R"2-+r'l; 2+r5;ret
7. 4035 5+. 0(1359*fl- . 00004 * R"2-r6
10.')E3727-, t) 1, 472*t?4-.00029*1t"'2*r7; 2*r5; ret
"1.6 ilV" : it N.$[U1 4"'11V";gt0 +5
it 11<=75; 4.215714+.0675*R-.00047*R^2-+r6
it R<=75;-2.46657+.21109 *R -.00114*R"2+r7 3+r5;ret
6.711327+. UU.140*R-.0000'2*R"2*r6
11.64727-.Ut4472*1,+.00029*V^2+r7; 3-r 5; r e t
"1.6 vil": i1. !,< =75;4.25429+.077 *R-.00054 *1.^2•r6
it R<=75;- 2. 5U7 14+.20273 *1,-.00107*R^ 2*r7; 4*r5;ret
7.2292b-.00290 * {+r6
11. 404 G8-. 0<3522*R+. 00029*F:"2*r 7; 4+r5; r e t
" 4.75 Gil z":
iL•
 E#14.75;.j to "9.5 Gliz`"
"4.75 . H": it P$[D111"1111";gto +5
iL R<=75;-4.11714+.17973*R- .U0127*R"2;r6
il' R<=75;-6. 5423u+. 20026 *.R-.001 U6*R%-r 7; 1*r5; re 
1.909+.U1062*R-.0U009*R^2+r 0













257: "4.75 VV": it P$[D)# "W' 	 to +5
258: if	 R<=75;-8.36+.31229*R-.00223*R"2+r6
259: it	 R< =75;-6.76+.2UO86*R-.00109*11"2+r7; 2+r5; ret
260: 2.35913+.01123*R-.00011*R"2+r6
261: 6.5974-.07891*ft+.00027*R"2+r7; 2*r5; ret
262: "4. 75	 IV" :it	 P$ [ U) # "HV" ;g to +5
263; it	 R<=75;-5+.2092u*R-.00149*R"2+rf,
264: if	 fk<=75;-6.17429+.18923* R-.001 *R"2+r7; 3+r5; ret
265: 2.14788+.00924*R-.00008*R"2+r6
266: 6.69004-. U7691*R+.00026*R"2+r7; 3*r5; ret
267: 11 4.75 VR": if	 It<=75;-6.65143+.25703*R-.001k',3*1t"2 *r6
268: it	 R <=75;-7.10857+.21109*ft-.0011.4 *It " 2 +r7; 4+r5;ret
209: 2. 24%19+. u0ci97*R-.00009* it"2+r6.,,
270: 6.8 i t)9ci- .0,3.L30 *f,,+.00027* R"2•► r7 ; 4 +r 5; ret
2 .11 : "9* 5	 611.201:
27 2 if F }# 9. 5; L7 to 11 13.3 WWI
273: 11 9.5	 tlil": ii	 P$ [G) #"Hli";gto	 +5
274: it	 K<:=75;2;,62+.02003*R-.00014*R"2+r6
275: it	 R<=75; .19857+.0737*R-.00039*R"2+r7; 1+r$; ret
2,76: ?.3826-.00069*R+r6
2;77: 5.40675-. 03355*R+.00012*R^2+r7; 1+r5; ret
278: "9.5 VV":if	 P$[U)# "VV" ;gto	 +5
279: if	 R<=75; 3.192,36+.01133*R-.00007*R^2+r6
280: it	 R<=75; . 13714+.06891* R-.00034*R" 2 +r7; 2+r5; re t
231: 3.71333-.00093*R+r6
282: 4 .91359-.02732*R+.00009*R"2+r7; 2+r5;ret
283: " 9 .5 [IV":if P$(D) #"HV";gto +5
284: if	 R<=75;2.79+.01859*R-.00013*R"2+r6
2815: if	 R<=75;-.35857+.0©567*R-.00047*R"2+r7; 3+r5;ret.
286: 3.53333-.00093*R+rS
237: 5.22087-.03243*R+.00011*R"2+0; 3+r5;ret
288: "9.5 VH" : if	 I;< =75;3.03286+.01133*R-.00007 *R^2 +r6
289: if	 R<=75; .34657+.06777*R-.00034*R"2+r7;4+r5;ret
290: 3. 55333-. 00093*R+rG
291: 5.26753-.0319*R+.00011*R"2+r7;4+r5;ret
292: "13. 3	 GH z" : 1
293: if	 F#13.3;gto "Incorrect"
294: "13.3	 HH": if:	 P$[D]#"I!H";gto	 +5
295: if	 R <=75; 1.79+.011359*R-.00013*R"2+r6
296: if	 R<=75;-.27657+.06564*R-.00033*R"2- ►r7;1*r5;ret
297: 2. 33675+. 00218*R-.00002*R"2+r6
298: 4 ..12433-. 02716 *R+.00009*R^2+r7; 1+r5; rat
299: "1.3.3	 VV" : it	 P$ [ D] # "VV";,^ to	 +5
300: if	 R<=75; 2.'23+.01859*R-.00013*R"2+r6
301: it	 R<=75;-.07657+.06164*R-.00033*R^2 + r7; 2+r5;ret
302: 2.9626-. 00069*R+r6
303: 4 .11212-,02524*R+.00008*R"2+r7;2*r5;ret
304: "13.3 1 1V" : it	 P$ [ U) #"HV" ;g to +5






307: 2. 70074+.00032k1t-.0000].*R'2, ► r6
308: 4.348t:6-. 03051*h+.00011* R"2+r 7; 3+r 5; r et
309: "1,3.:1 V11" it k<=75;1.99+.01859*l2-.0U013*1t"2+r6





"Incorrect Frequency ;press CON`1'";stp ;g to "F'ren"
314: " ► 	 „
345: "Li,n6 Printer":
316: if B=1; f mt ,24x, "Tape No: ", f 3. U; wr t 6,r27
31% if 3=1 fmt 23x, "Track No: ", f 3w0, 2/; wr t 6,00
318: it A<0; tmt "File No: N/A",7x,z;wrt 6;oto +2
:319: tint "Wile No: ' I f f4.U,7x, z;wrt 6,A
320: tint "Look Angle :'', f5.1, 5x, z;wrt 6,r 12
321: tnit "IN" Freq: 11 ,f6.0;wrt 6,r15
322: trot• "Date: ",t2. 0,"-",t2.U,"-",f2.0,5x,,;wrt 6,N,rl,r2
313: int(rll)+X;100*(rll-X)+Y
324: tint "Time: ",f3. 0 1 11 : " , fz2.0,10x,z;wrt 6,X,Y
325: tint "Delta Freq: 10 11 ;wrt 6
326: font "Scat Fier(:",z;wrt 6
327: it r4=4.75; Emt (5.2,4x, z;wrt 6 ,r4;gto +2
328: tmt f5.1,4x,z;wrt 6,r4
329: tint "sleight(c.^)rr) : 11 ,f5.1,3x,"F'tprnt Are a: ",F 6.1;wrt 6,rl3,r21
330: frit "Polarization: ",z;wrt 6
331: if r5=1; imt "HH",3x, z;wrt 6
332: if r5=2; fmt "VV",3x, z;wrt 6
333; if r5= 3; fmt "HV",3x, z;wrt 6
3 34 : if r5 = 4; fmt 11 VH 11 ,3x, z;wrt 6
335: if r27=1; 11 L"+L$ j11
336: it r28=1;"U"-*L$ (1J
337: i E r27=1 and r 2d = 1; "LU"+L$
338: tint "l;ange: ",tG.1,9x, "Sgma Zero(dB):",f6.1,z;wrt 6,rl4,r24
339: girt lx,c2;wrt 6,L$
340: fmt "Site too: ", f5.2,0x, z;wrt 6,r10/100
341: tint 11 .3ia Bndwta:",f3.1,2x,"Ind 3mols: 11 ,fG.1,/;wrt. 6,r1B,r26
342: ^+1+3
343: if B>9;b;.!ep; wait 500;beep;wait 500; beef;














3: dev "3YN",704, 11 SPE ANA"017
4: pr  " Calibration"," ----------- ";spc ;lcl 7
5: ent "Aonth?" .r0 0 " Day?", rl, "Year?" , r2
7: "Tape":.
8: ent "Insert Data Tape; press CONTINUE" ,X
9: ent "Data 111 ape Number?", r20
10: ent "Record Data on which tr k? U or 1" ,r 21; trk r 21
11. "	 ".
12: "F'req":ent "Scat Freq(GHz)?",F;F+r3
13: it F -1. '6; prt " 1.6 GHz System"
14: if F = 4.75; prt "4.75 GHz System"
15: if F=9.5; prt 11 9.5 GHz System"
16: if F=13.3; pr t "1,3.3 GHz System"
17: ent "Polarization? HH or VV",P$;1+r4;it P$s"VV" ;2+r4
18: fmt c2," Polarization";wrt 16,P$
19: so
20: "Range Offset & Freq/Rng Slope":
21: The values for these parameters are determined":
22: "	 for each trequency from File 3: 'Range Offset-":
23:- "	 Freq/1tng Slope Program":
24: ent ";weep 1?epetition Rate?",r22;fxd l;prt "Sweep Rep Rate:",r22
25: if F=1.6;26.5+x5;1.025*r22+r6
26: if F=4.75; 19.1+r5;3.518*r22+r6
27: if F=9.5; 12.1+r5;3.r)07*r22+r6
28: it F=13.3; 7.9+r5;3.595*r22+r5
29 • "	 " :
3U: "rarget":
31.: ent "Cal Varget'?",`1' •,'1'+r7;spc ;fxd 2;prt "Target:"
32: if '1'=l; pr t" 1 t t diam Plate"; . 5+r 8
33: it T= 2; pr t " 2 t t diam Plate" ; 1+r 8
34: if '1'= 3; pr t	 a ft diam Plate" ;1. 5+r 8
35: it 'r=4; pr t " 4 ft diam Sphere" ; 1. 5+r 8
36: if T=5; pr t "	 2 ft Corner","	 Reflector"; 1. 547+r8
37 • ".
38 "Date and Time":
39: spc ;fmt "Date: ",f2.U,"-",f2.0, 11 - 1l ,f.2.0;wrt 16,rO,rl,r2
40': ent 1 '' ,Vime(hr.min)?",r9;fxd 2;prt "Time(hr.min):11,r9
4 l:	 :
42: "Range and Frequency":
43': spc ;fxd 1;ent "Range(ft)?",R;prt "Range(ft): ",R
44: it 'r =4; R-2+R
X45: R+r10
46;t r6(R+r5)+C










49: "11P 333013 Vrequency Synthesizer and 3571A 'S pectrum Analyzer Setuyll:
50; "	 Frequency Synthesizer";
51: "	 Center Frequency: Variable":52: "	 Frequency Step:
	 10 liz":
53: "	 Time /step:	 10
54: "	 Spectrum Analyzer":
55: '"	 Display Ret: diWl:
56: Display Smoothing: On":
57: "	 Banuwidth:	 1000 liz":
56: "	 Input Range: +10 dpV":
59: "	 Input Impedance: 1 megohm":
6G; "	 Maarurement Control miode: Uxtc,rnal":
61: "Setup. ►' :
62: rem 7;tmt 11 I'1S1U5V7'L2D11"';wrt "SPE ANA"
6 3 : ►"	 " •	 '
04: "Cent.er Fregucncy Search":
65: C-5050+C 70 +m; 50+X;gsb "search"
66; Y-101U+^; 1U+X;gsk) "search"
07: Y+C+rll;gto "prtfreq ll68: "::earcri":
69: for 1-1 to 200
70: C +,X +C
71: font "L"',l.l,"=";wrt "SYN'",C;wait 5
72: wrt '° PE ANA", `1-";fmt f.2 ;red " PE ANA",7,
73: if z>h1;'L+,-l; C+Y
74: next 1
75: ret
76: "prtfrec;":fxd 0;prt "Center Freg:",C
77: "•
M. "summation of Data between -6 dBV Points":
79; gab "data"
60: a +,,1; U +rl8+rl9
81: C-10+C
82: gab "data"
83: if ZCM - 6;gto "Low Freg"
64: it C<Y -5U0U;gto +2
85; alto -4
86: Pr t, "Low 6-o8v limit not reacher!"; l+rl.tl
87: "Low Frevill:
88: pr t "Low brey:" ,C ;C+rl2
85; gsb "data"
9G: tn" (Z/10) +v; tn" (Z/20) +U
91: "Su 11111:
92': 04.10-C
93: g sb "6a tall
94: v+tn" (Z/10) -V; U+tn" ( Z /20) +L
95: if C<Y;gto +2
96; it Z01 -6;gto "High Freq"
97: if C>Y+500J;gto +2
98 9 to "sum"







101: prt	 "tligh	 lrc(:",^; G+r13
102: r1J—r12*r14;prt
	 ":;i.jna1
	 BW:",rl4;3 pc	 ;gto	 llnrttlata"
103: "rata":
104: rmt	 11 G",L• 01, ►'tt" ;wrt
	"SYN",C;wait
	 10
10!): wr. t	 "SPI. ANA #l 1 0, 1 , ► 0 ;tmt	 F.2;L CU 	 "W1	 A,011,1,j
1,06: r e t
s
1) it: ►► n 	 Lt.,lte,
1t)±,: c,*t15;y*rju
1tr: I: rt	 ^k***A** ***k*k***"
III: I lilt	 t^,"V",l°°,"'",c 12.3;wrl	 1G,12G,19,V
Ili: LHL	 "G", t.l,"=M100rY ";wr t
	 1o sY10,Y; 1c:1	 7
-	 ^ 11a : "'1`a;:,3et	 3i ^mA":
x 115: it I w 1;U 0135*v"2+




lid: it	 T-4; 12.57+:J
llt): iL	 P=5; 17. s59*F "2+
120: 5*r 1
121 •  „ .
122: prt "Uclta	 Hier.=10•Hz"
123: txa l;prt	 "Cal	 Fanye(ft)=",It
124; prt "Sigma(Target)="
125: 1mt	 112.2,"	 ft",b;wrt 16,S,29
12.6: prt
	
"*** Rk*Mftk ***** A^ ► ;^^C
127: "	 "•
128: "Record	 Data on 'ia pe" :
129: ent	 "l:ecorct	 Gate on '1ape? 1=yea
	 U=no",X; it	 X=O;gto
	 "compare"
Au: idt A,X,Y
131: it	 Y#0; i:lt	 h+l;yto -1




135: ent "Compare actual to talc NS?1=yes",X; if X#l; gto "mordata"
136: r)rt "Tarkiet RCS(calc)"
M
137: fmt	 Gx,"=",t.t,.'2,"	 UB";wxt 16,101og(S)
139: if	 F'01.6;gto +3
" 131: it	 P$="Iai1";le-9*K




142: if	 P$="HH";4.6e- a^*K
143: it	 P$ ="VV";8.5060 - 9 *K
`	 ( 144: it	 1,1 #9.5;gto +3
145: if	 P$ =11 !111" ;1. 43le-7*K
146: if	 P$="VV";5.4790-8+K
147: if	 F#13.3;9to +3
148: it ,P$ = "tnill ; 5.8U5e-U-,K
149: if	 P$="VV" ;7.617c-8+K
15U: K*V*10 11"4-X;101og(X)*Y
151: pr t 	 "TargetktC 5 (mean)
152: tmt 6x,"=",tu.2," uA";wrt 16,Y
153: Lxu
	 2;prt	 , Delta	 ECG-",Y-l0log(S);s,pc 3
154: a	 ►► .
155: I'mordata":
156: ent "'fake more cal data? 1=y,-:
	 U =no" ,X; it X=1; 5pc 3 ;gto "Freq"
157: ulac 3; cnu
r A-13
IL _ __	 _
7: ret
8: "c 1 AG"
9: for I=1 to 25
10: if I > len(L$-) ; if I<s 20;" " + L$(I,I)
11: if I>len(F$) ;if
 I<*14;" "+F$(I#'I)
12: if I>len(S$);if .1 < a
	 *+S$(I;j)
13: if I>len ( P $);if
 I <n ll;" "+P$(I,i)
14: if Men ( T$)Iif I<- 251" " +T$(I,I)l ea: next I,
16: ret
17: "info":
1$: ent "Scat Frequency?", P$,"Polarization?",P$
19: ent "Site?",S$,"Date?" tT$
20: g sb "cl Ar "
21: ret
22: "prtinfo":





32: "start":ent "Minimum frequency in Hz?",L;cfg 1;efg;.3
33: ent "Maximum Lrequency in Hz?",H
34: rem 7
35: (H-L) /100*S
36: fmt "R1S1a5V7ZOM1" ; wrt "SPE ANA"
37: fmt " L", f . 2 t "=M" , f .1," =R" ; wr t "SYN" , L, S
38: fmt f.2;red "SPE ANA",X;X+D(1);10"(X/20)+L(1)
39: for I=2 to 100
40: fmt "*"; wrt 	 "SYN"
41: flr. t f.2;red	 " SPE ANA " tX;X+D[I) ; 10"(X/20)+L(I)
42: next I
43: (L+H) /2+F
44: fmt " L",f.2, "-Y";wrt "SYN",F
45: lcl 7 ; ent "Print Data? 1-yes O-no" t X ; if X=O;gto OP ^ot"
46: ent " 1)Linear or 2)dBV?",X;if X=1;sfg 3
47: dsp "Ready to Print?";stp
46: wtb 6 t 27,69;fmt 5x t z;wrt 6 I...
49: wtb 6,27,77;gsb "info" (•i"'.:.













twe x .!ar.a w.w awww^ww.r^w.w.r<....^^.a 	 ...rwrw+..ra^w...w..uw..rrt a..as ^ as 3.
	 '
ORIGINAL
OF pOOR QUALITY, .
0: "File 3t Plot Ground Scat Sweep on HP 9871A kinter	 7-31-810:
2 dev " SYN",704 , "SPS ANA",717;lcl 7
3: dim D11001 t L11001 ,L $( 20 1,F $(14 1,S$( 2 5),P$111) ► T$1251
4: g to "start"
5: "loc":
6: wtb 6,,27 # 65, int (120X/64) t int (120X) t int (96X/64) t int (96Y)
9
o-	
.r.» a	 ew^wtl	 ew " Y1:raw w.lwww Jr.nM.
24: fmt "Scat^Freq: ",e14,"Site: ",c25;wrt 6,F$,S$;wtb 6,271,10
25: if flgl n 1;gsb "loc"
26: fmt 9" ", l6 x, 4"_" ; w^c t
27: if flgl^l;Y - .2+Y;gsb "loc"
28: fmt "Polarization: " t oll,"Date': ",c25;wrt 6,P$,T$Iwtb 6 127,10
29: if flgl
- l;gsb "loc"











51: n g g 1
52: tmt /r" E'req ",6x,"Ampl . " , 14X," Freq",6x, "Ampl."jwrt 6
53: tint 2" (Hz)	 (dBV)
54: it f193-1; >4teAc 2" ( 11z)	 (Volts)
55: wr t 6
56: L+F; L+50 5+G	 +
57% for 1=1 to 50
58: I+50+J
59: D(I ) 4,X;D(JI +Y;if flg3- 1;L{II+X ; L)J)+Y
60: LmL• 1, t5. U,6x,t5.1,14x,r5. U,6x,1t5.1
61: if flg3-1;fmt 1,f5.0,6x,r5.3,14x,t5.0,6x,f5.3
62: wr t 6.1, F, X,G,Y
63: F+S+1' ; G+S*G
64: next I
65: coq 3
66: "Plot " • : ent "Plot Data? liyes 0-no",X ; if X-O ; g to "end"
67; ent " 1) Linear or 2) 09V?",X; if X-l;sfg 3
68: dsp "Ready to Plot?";stp
69: wtb 6,27,69;wtb 6,27,84;wtb 6,27,77•
70: wtb 6,27,87,int(7*120/64),int(7*120)
71: wtb 6,27,76,,;int(7*96/64) pint(7*96)
72:' wtb 6,27, 70, int (8*96/64) l int (8*96)




77; if (X+.1+X) <5.l;gto -2
78: U+X;O+Y
79: gsb "loc"
30: wtb (;," I
81; it (Y+.1+Y) <5.1;gto -2fit: if fiy3=l; "A 11?WTUJ[: I Volts" +L$;17+N;qto +2
83: "A -11'1olTUDE I dBV"+L$;15+N
84: 3.83-Y;-.3+X
d5: for 1--:1 to N
86: gsb "loc"
87: tmt c1;wrt G,I,S(I,>GI
8, 8: Y-.,16+Y
89: next I
90: if flgl =U;gsb "info"
91: sf• g 1;0+x;-.6 +Y
92: gsb "prtinfo"
93: if flg3=1;yto "linear"
94: "ruV" :-.3+ X
95: for 1 -70 to 10 by 10
96: 5/80* (1+70)+Y
97: gsb "loc"







102: 111ax(L1 * 1 )+M103:if M4=3.2; 3.2+W; .4+6
104: it M<=2.4;2.4+W;.3+13
105: it N<=1.6;1.6+W;.2+B
106: i t M<-. 6; . B+W; .1+B
107: if MX— .32; .32+W; .04+t3
106: it FX- .24; .24+W; .03+13
109: i fM<-. 16; .16+W; .02 +8
110: it t.1<.- .08; .00*W; .01 +B
111: if M<-. U32; .'032+W; .004+E3
112: it M<=.0164.016+W;.002*H
113: -.5+X
114: for 1;=0 to 6
115: S/W*I*e y
116: g cb "' loc"
117: fmt f5. l,'" - "
118: it T1 <=. 32; fmt f5. 2, "-'"
119: if M, < 	 031; tmt f5.3,1"
120: wrt 6,I*B.
121: next I
122: "freq":if 11<=1'J00; +' llz "+L$;gsb "'cl .Ar""
123: if 11>].000 ; 11 kHz 1"+L$ ; gsb "Cl Ar"
124: 1.8*X; 4 +Y; gsb %oc"
125: fmt "FREQUENCY
	 "',c20;wrt 6,L$
, 120: if t1-L<=1000; 100+K;gto "pltdat"
127: it 11-f,< = 5000; SOO+K;gto "pltdat"
126: it 1:-L< = 1000O;1000+K;gto "pltdat"
129: if 1!-L<=5U000; 5000+K;gto "pltdat"
130: it H-L<=100000;l0000+K;gto "pltdat"
131: dsp "Desired plot outside grog design";stp.
132: "pltdat":
133: for I = 0 to 10 by 2
134; .5I +X; O+Y; 9 s "loc"
135: fmt '1 1 "; wr t 6
136: -.2+Y
137: L+K*I+Pif H>1000;P/1000+P





143: O+X; 5/80* (U (11 +70) +Y; if fig 3=1; 5/W*L f l] +Y
144: gsb I' loc"
145: for I=1 to 100
146: .5* (I-1) *S/K+X
147: 5/80*(uf I ) + 70) +Y; if flg3=1;5/W*LfI)+Y
148: wtb 6,27097,int(120X/64),int(120X),int(96Y/64),int(96Y)
149: next I







U: "F ilc. 4: ior►gc uLfset - Vre i%:ency/t-.angc lone
	 13 -5-8 2" s
1• 00".
2: "In W,
3: uim u[4,61 rV [41.
4: ort "lian_ye utfset-"," F'req/J tiq Slope"
5: C>r t "----------------'1 ; spc ; lcl 7
6: dev N 'aYNl0 , 704, llSPC; &J'A",717
.	1,
F) • "Vre14
9: ent "Sgat F*req(i.;llz)? it no more, CON 1 1," ,r'; i1 tlgl3,gto "C.alc"
10: ixa 1; it F= 4.75; f xu 2
11: pr t "Scat F r eq (Gliz ) : ", F; f xd 1
12: cnt. "Range (tt)?",li;tmt "Range (tt):",1.6. [;wrt 16,V
13: ent "F'rtquenc;y 1tepeLition kiriLc?",L;prt: 10Freq Rep Rate:",[,
14: Ent "heady to take data? .Cul+ ll l 114U1. " , X
15: i k F= 1.6; 19.6+rU;164.9+rl; 1+I ; 4 ( G "2+. '22) +1.25+12;1.6+F [.11
16: it F=4..75; 15.1+r0; 550.7+r1; 2+I	 (11'2+.22) +1.25+R;4.75+F (2)
17: it F =9. 5; 13. 4+rU; 573.6+r1; 3 +I	 R"2 -2 3. U2) -.11+k; 9.5+F (3
lu': it V = 13.3;16_.2+rU;527+r1;4+1; (R-2-23.02)-.11+R;13.3+F' (41




23: 1)1 I, 1)+1+U( 1, 11; D1 1,21+R*U[I,21;U[I,31+R	 +0[1,3)
24; U[I,41+C+ q[I,41 ; 1)[ I,51 +R*C+u(.t,51 ;D(t,61+t.+U11 ► 61
25: gto "E.r ec"
26 : "
27: " Calc"
28: for 1=1 to 4
29: 1)[1,11*D(1,3)-D[I,21"2+X;i£ X=O;gto +5







37 "prtrny"; fx0 1,-pr t "Range (corr) :" ,R; rot
38:
39 "prtdatal'
40: pr 	 "****************";txd 1; it F=4.75; fxd 2 .
41 pr t "Scat Fred (GHz ) ", F [11
42; txd 1;1)r t "1:ange utlset=",G, ll Freq/Rng Slope=" ,5




47: rem 7;fmt 10RIS113 5v'1=41";wrt "SYL ANA"
48: r1(R+rU)+C
49: C-5k)'0+C; -70+M 5U+X;gsh "scan"
50: Y- 1010-C; 10+X; ,ysb "scan"











55: for J=1 tc, 200
56: C+X+C
57: tirit "h", C.l," = "; Wrt. "SYti",C;wAit 10
56: wrt "SPE MA", 11 101 ;fmL f.2,-red "5PE ANA",2






64: txd 0; prt "IF F'rcq:",C=sno 2








1	 t): "r,IIc. 	 i)ir p Dat;cr eil,uc to 111 .1 91 IA 1'r i	 r	 10-8 -8 1
^Uii'	 1
3: r L 	 u,27,'tf%
4!	 1.u.t tox,7;,,,r_t	 wt t:. t,, 27,77; wCh') 6,27,!"',
a: ; Lb t,,27,7U ,i:1t(6*1'20/64) •_ n  (8*120
6 wt: t) 6 27,x;7, i n L U*120/64) , int (8 120)
+1 ,.7: r.;nt;	 ls^^^C .w?" ,'1', 	 NU "i 	 trk i
ti: #:n t "1'irr- t P il o-, too?",f1
y : ant "UA.f;t Vile t:U7" f 
1(?; e n L "kxcludo any Lies?1=yn:',",,X; it' xh1 ;.,Itch "Iiyit,
11: kor' T=1 La 5U
L, nt, " P iIc 1,0. to ha cxclujc.j ?" ,X;it t`l^)l	 gto "Init"
13: Y.-X[I j




17: f mt 2 4x,"Ta pc true " + •f3.D;wrt 6 ,,r;1*c
l6: frat 23x,"'Track :io: ",L3.0, 2/;s+,rt 6, ►;
19 "Cont"
20: if !1>2;gto "en:3+1
21: tar 1=1 to 510
22: I  ,1#U; it ,=X I I j sl;+14A;gto 1 Cant
23: naxt I
24 ldr h, r U
25: fmt "Eiic :,o:",f4. U, 7X, "Look Angle:",tb.l,!)x,z;wrt 6,A, rl
•2.i: tsat "IF Frey: 11 ,f6.0;wrt 6,r15
27: tmt "Date; "of 2. 11, 11 11 1 L2.0,"-",f2 0,5x', z;wrt 6 rO,rl,r2'
26 it rll>li)U; rll/100+rll
29: int( .rll) +x;1G0*(.11-{)+Y
3U: Lnt "1'i;ie:",L3.t),"•",z;wrt 6,X
31: if 1U>Y; t::;t , 0 1, ,fl.0,l0x, z;wrt G lY;gtc 42
32: Lmt f2.(),j0x,z;4;rt 6oY
33: Li,it "Doha Vreq: 10-11 ;wrt 6
iii: if r4=4. /5;f-pt L5.2, ,1x,z;wrt C,r4;7fo +2
30: tlit f!i.],9x,•r,;ti:rt 6,r9
17:'- fret "Ilr^lt llt GClt C . et t a.l	 h	 I, t.>ri"LC r":r ,^:	 f (i. 1 • ti7Ct (, rl3 r2l
hs: Lm  "Polar i zation: ",z;wrt 6
if r5-1 hrit 11 1;, 1 11 ,3x,--;wrt u
't +'VV" 3x z •	 u; ,us if r5-- 2,t^,~^,	 ,.	 ,	 wrt,
41: if r5=3; En*l "11,1 1' ,3x, z;wrt 6
42. if r5-4;fmt "VU",3x,z;wrt. 6
43: fmt: "F; zing e:",t6.1,9x,"Sgma Zcro(dB): 11 ,f6.l;wrt 6,rl4,r24
44: r10/100+rl0;fmt " ite t4o: 11 ,f5.2,6x,t;wrt 6,r10
45: fn^t ",Sig Gndwtti:"j 16 1,2x," Ind Smnlr : 11 J6.1, /;wrt 6,rl8,r2G
46: A+1+A;C+1+C
47 it C>9; ent "Chart3o Parer 	 press C0tjTV,:UG" ,X; gto "Init"









U: "File 6: DUMP Cal Files to I',P9871A Printer
	 11-24-$1"
I 2: ,
 dim X(501;ctq 13
3: -wtb 6,27,69
4; fmt IOX,z;wrt 6;wtb 6,27,77;wtb 6#27#84
r	 5: wtb 6,27,7U,int(8*120/64),-irrt(8*120)
6: wtb 6,27,87,int(6*1.20/64),ibt(0*120)
	 i7: e n t '11ka pe uo ?" ,'C
6: ent ':F.ir st File No?", A
' 9: ent	 "Gast [F ile	 No?--,B
1U: ent "Exclude any files? 1-yec" ,X;it X#1; q to "Init"
11: for 1=1 to 50
12: ent "File No. to be excluded?" , X;if f1y13= l;gto "Init"
• 13: X+X( 11 
14: nex t I
" 15 • "
n. 16: "Init
17: fmt 24x , 1111'ape
	 No:
	 " , f30,2 /;wrt 6 ,T; 1+C
..1L. "Cont": 
^y 19: if A>B; g to "end"
,
2 20: for I = 1 to 50 i




24: tit	 "bile	 Nos	 11 ,f4.0,7x,z;wrt	 6,!1
25:' fmt "Date:	 ",f2.0,"-",f2.0,"-",f2.0 6x,z;wrt 6,rp,rl,r2
. 24: if r9>100;r9/100+0
27: inr. (r9) +X; 100* (r9-X)+Y
tmt	 " T irie:" , f3.0,":", z ;wrt	 G,X ,
R	 I 29: if	 10>Y; t• mt	 "0" , tl. 0; wr t
	 6,Y; gto	 +2
30: tr.t	 t2.0; wrt 	6,Y
i 31: init	 5x,"Scat
	 tier,: ",z;wrt 6 3
32: it	 r3=4 . 75;tnt	 15 . 2,20x,z ; wrt G , r3;gt0	 +2
33:; fmt f5 . 1,20x,z;wrt 6,r3
34:! fmt "Sum of V^2:
	 ",e9.3;wrt 6,r16
.	 t 35: Imt 5x, "Polar izati.on: 	 ",z;wrt 6
36: if	 r4=1; fmt	 "IiH" ,19x, z;wrt 6
37: if r4=2;fmt
	 "VV" , 19x,z;wrt G
€'	
a 30: fmt " Delta Fred:
	
10 ttz" ; wrt 6
- 39: kmt 5x,"Cal Target:
	 " , z;wrt 6
90; if	 r7= 1;fmt	 " l-ft Plate" , 13x,z;wrt 6
	 ?
41: if	 r7=2;tmt "2-ft Plate" , 13x,z;wrt G
A2: it	 r7 = 3,;fmt	 "3-ft Plate" , 13x,z;wrt 6
43: it	 r7=4;tnt	 "4-tt Sphere",12, x,2;wrt 6




	 Freq:	 ",f6.0,16x, "Target Sigma:
	 " , f8:2;wrt'6r1 , r t
47`: fmt 5x,"Sig Bandwidth:
	 " 0 f5.0.,/;wrt 5.0,r14
48 : _ A+I-A; C+1+C
49: if C>8;ent "Change Paper,- press coNriNUR",X;gto "Init"' }













0: "eile 7: Data 'Pablo
	 10-14-81"s
2: "fie adi119
3: prt "insert Paper","horizontally";spc
4: ent " See printer. Reaay to print?" ,X
5: clim A171,XI1001 i A$17,71 ► D$(201 t P$(21 I S, ti[201
6: ,fur I=4 to 100
7: 5U OO+X-[ I )
6: next 1
9: wtb 6,270,69
10: f.nt 5x,z;wrt G;wtb 6,27,77,27,84
11; wtb 6127,70,10,672
12: wtb 6,27,87,1:,1200
13: ant "Th-is month? ",M,"Day?",D,"Year?",Y
14: ant '' I
 Scat terometer Frequency(GHz)?",f'',"Polarization? ",P$
15 if P $_" HK" ; 1+P
16t if P$="VV" ;2+P
17: if P$="HV";3+P
18: if P$-"VfI"; 4+t
19: ent. "Date data taken?",0$,"Site Name?",S$
20: ent "Data tape number ?",T, "Track Number?" ,Q;trk Q
21: for I=1 to 20
22: it 1 >len(S$);" "+S$[j,Il
23: it I > len (D $) i" 	 +p$[I^t^
24: next I
25 • "	 "•
26: "Angle
• 27: "First " +A$[ 1); "Second"+A$(2);"Third"+A$[3)
28; "Fourth"+A$14);"Fifth"*A$(5);"Si,xth"+A$161;"Seventh"+A$171
29: ent "No of look angles(<=7)?",N
30: for I=1 . to w
31: dsp A$ [ I) ;"Look Angle?"
32: ent "",A[ I )
33: next I
34: din gy D [0:3N,1:10)
35:
36 • "Data":
37: ,::nt ";;tart Pile No?" 1,;1.-A
3E: ent "Stop File No?",H
39: ent "LxcluJe files? 1=yes U=no",X;if X=O;gtc "Load Data"
40: pr t "Gxcluucu files:"
41: for I =1 to 100
42: ent "File number to be excluded?",X;if: tlgl3;ct4 13;gto "T au




47 for I=0 to 3:4








a'^. Lt^r J=1 to LOU
57: next J
5 li: J.JL A, rJ ,r 4,
a5: .A+1+ 1
0L, : it r4xV;:Jtc




'	 .."Y	 f;3: for J=1 to 7
.,	 v4: it n[JJ= rig;J+t
f	 ^_	 65: next J
66: it 1=100;yto "lbt"
67: it G[0 i ll =O;r10/10O+D10,1)	 ?66: it r10/1UU#Dj 0 jC);C+1+C
•




.:	 74: r2G +D f R+2,C )75: yto "ltst"
76
}	 77: „Prtdata
{	 76: L jr, t 75x,L,2.U,;"_",12.or"-",t2.U,/;wrt (i^^i,1),Y
79: lmt 35x,"JSC GFOUND SCATTEROVE,TFR";wrt G
aU: wtb 6,21,10;L^nt 35x,24 _ ,wrt 6
81: tm t 42 x T I E LD E}^^`_CT" ; wr t f,
ts2: wtb G,27,10;tMt 42 y ,10"	 /;wrt 6
: Uit. 17x, n S,YGtioGf:	 Z;Mlrt G3 
b4: IM  t4. 1, z; it F=4.75;tart 14. 2,z
5 : % .j r t 6 , E'
LO: :I Al L	 ",C20;wrt 6,D$
{	 d7: 'WLb .6,17,1U;tmt 17x,6" 00 ,39x,4" L";wrt 6
fib: tYTrt 17x,"'Polarization: ",c2,19x,"Tap e NO ",f'2. 0 ;'wrt ff,PS,-T
85: wtb 6,27 ,10;teat, I7x,12 " !d 33x,7 If 	  r t 6i
yU: tmt 17x,":,ite: ",CLU,19x,"'°;1'rack !Jo; ",LL.U;wrt 6,S5 (JF	 51: wtb 6,27,10;tmt 17x,4„_",41;xA3"_",/;wrt G
Y 92; tint 45x,"Sites";wrt G
1	 93: wtb 6,27,10;tmt 45x,5"._",/;wrt 6
94	 tllt 6x,z;wrt 6
95: for C =1 to 10
`	 96: if C[o,C) = O;fmt Bx,z;wrt,6;gto +2
97:: L,nt 4x,t4.2,z;wrt 6,D(O,Q)
t k,..,	 98: it C=10;wtb 6,10,13	 =:










101: for	 I =1	 to ,.
102: tmt __ax,z;wrt b
103 1 : 3 (1-1) +1+R
104: tor C=1 to 10
105: if D(R,C'I= 0; if DIR +1,C]=0; if	 D(F+2,CI-U;Cmt	 ex ,z;wrt 6;9to +l
106: fmt	 5x,f3 . 0,z;wrt 6,D(R,C) a
1.07: if C-10,wtb 6,10,13
108: next.0
109: fmt	 2x,t2.0,2x,z;wrt 6,A(I
= = 110: for C=1 to 10
"
111;- if	 D(R,CI = 0; if	 U ( N +1,C)=0; if D ( R+Z,CI a U ; tmt	 ex , z;wrt G;gto +2
112: imt	 3x,f5.l,z;wrt	 6,u(R+1,C]
' =~r 113: it	 C=10	 wtb	 6,10,13	 .	 ....... _.:.
e 114: next C
115: fmt	 6x,z;wrt G.
116: for C=1 to 10
f ', 117: it D[R,CI=O ;if
 D I R+l,C]=0 ; if D(R+2 ,C)=O;fmt	 8x,z;wrt 6 ; gto +2j 4 to 116: fmt	 4 x, t4. 1, z ; wr t 6 ,D (R+21C }




122: ifA>l ,gto	 end



























	, 1 +1 ,t S(34),	 ,ti(2U),Y	 1::1
4 First	 -A$jtl-"Second	 +A$(l),	 'Ihir;l	 +A$(,3)
5: "Fourth	 (4);10	 itth11+A$(5)
6: ent "Today's uatc?	 (Xx- XX- XX)",N
7: ent	 "140.	 Ot	 sca4	 fraquencies'^'-` ,:'i cs	 a	 r
8: ,tor	 I=1	 to :1 ^ ^»
L	 9: dsp A$ (r I ," goat Vrequency (G I.W ?"
10: ent	 "",v[Il;fxd	 l;it	 F(I)=4. %5;1xd	 2
11: prt F[I)
12 ent "Polar iz,aticn?' q ,P$Ill;imt 14x,c.';,—wrt
13: next	 I
14: ent	 "Site	 r:ame?" ,lis
15.- Il	 ^	 ?"	 .ent	 Uatc.	 caata	 taken,	 ^?.,a
16: for	 1=1 to 1UU
17: 5000+X(I)
10: next I
19: for	 I=1 tc 3U
20: it	 I>1en(U$) ;it 	I4=20;"	 " .+D$lT ► 	 l
21: if	 I Ien(W$);"	 "+N$(I,II
22: next i
23: ant
	 "How	 many	 look	 angIC4ZV ,j4;dim	 ,^(,),.^I"' ► ;,4I,r;(t,^.,^^^
24: pr t "Look tangles:
25: for
	
i =1	 to t';
26: Usp A$ (I ) , "Look. Angle?"
27 r ent	 "">A(I);fxa	 0 _; pr t	 A ll)_
28: next	 T
29: ent	 "Key on sites?	 1=yes U=no",X;il	 X= U;srq	 9;gto +6
30 : spc	 ;prt 	 "Sites: 










35: "krev":ent	 "Previous datin?	 1=ycs	 u=no" ,X; i i	 X=1; ;-sh	 ",sr 	 v;.i,. ttt"
3b•  ,,•
31: ".'ta pe 
38: ent' "Ta pe	 number?",X;txci	 0;snc
	
2;'-)rt	 1111a e	 ;,o:
39: ent	 "Track number?",Q;trk Q;nrt " 'Track: ',Q- 4
40: ent	 "Start Nile 	 L.; L+l
41: txd	 O;prt
	
11	 Start Nile: ",G
42: ent
	
"Stop	 bf ile	 Wo? ",Fi
43: prt	 Stop File: ",h; srcI	 44: ent "Exclude any t ile s? I=yes O = no",X; it
	 X=15; jto "f_c f"
45: prt "ExcluJed Files:
46: for	 I=1 to 100
47: ent	 "File number	 to be	 excludej?",X(Il;it	 tic,;13;ct=,;	 13;cato
46:1 fxd U;prt X(IJ
49s next i
SO:
51: "Ld f "




54: if	 A=X (I )'; 1! +l.-A
55: next 1 i
56: -ldf	 A,;rU,r26 a
57: "'	 A-24` '
ORMINAIM' PAGE 1
OF POOR QUALITY
'	 }	 5U: "Check 'criteria":
F	 l	 59: c it) 10
I 	 6U: L 0 r I =1 to ,,1
r	 61: it r_5 =1;'"Ji(1"+YS.
02: it r5=2; "VV",YS
63: it r5=3; "l1v ' l +Y $"
64. it r5 =4 "V11"+Y;i
1	
65: it r4 Fj1);it Y$=P$(i);sty 10;I*J
66: next L
67: it tl ;l lt; -U; A+1+A.; g to "Luf "
68: c19 lu
69: for 1=1 to ,J
70: 1k rl2=AjIJ;sfg 10;I+1.
71: next 1
72: if fl(jlU=O;A+1*A;gto "Ldfu
73 c Lg 10
----	 74: it flyy;yto +5
75: for I=1 to 10u^'(0	 70: it r10 =a(I);3Ly 10
'77: next T
78 it Clg10=U; A+1--A.;,jto "Ult"
	 I7y:
U(; s 11 0ata "IaLrix":
+
	 01<,1J
_82: f) (J . K _21+r26•+D(J,_1;,21
63: 1)[J,it,3J+r2G*r23+01J,Kp3)
64: f![J,i',, 4 1+r26*r23"2+ p (J,9 4)
b, 5: 1+1+A;gto "Lvt"
8 6	 o)
87: "Cal c"
b8 ror I=1 to hi
E9: for J=1 to t
90 U (1,5, 1 J+C
91: D I,J,21 8
92 D  J 3J+x
93: D[I,J,4J+Y
94: X/L•+0
95	 V ((`J/;C - 1)) ( Y /F3- 4%) )-`L;
96: ysb "stuient rill'
97: W-T*Z/^ (L - 1) +iJ	 at	 98: vwl,*Z/V (i3-1)+V




103:. 5000•1-1t(I,J,51 it U»; 10log(U)-pV(;I,J,3)
104: 1Uloq (V) +R (I ,J ,6J
105: next J




`	 -	 ORIGINAL PAGE Ear
OF POOR QUALITY
108; "Prtactra ll
` •109: wtb 6,17 1 61	 ;knit	 5x',x;wrt	 ";wtb
	 u,::1,77
I 110: f o r I'= 1	 to m
111: fxd IriC
	 t'[1) =4. 75;tx(I	 2
^` 1 1 2*. dcp 11ijr i nt ' + , F ( 1 ^ 	 ,1i .^1 u tis'?n	 1
r
E
113 : ent 0111 , X; i t A=144 W "inc"
114: ent "Heady to print'" ,h
115; tmt 52`x,c8,/;wrt
	 60Fs
116: fmt 18x,"JSC GROUND
	 6
117: wtb 6,27,1U; fmt '18x,24"	 ";wi* t 6
`	
t.
^ ^'t	 y.. tmt "S TAT22x,  T 1' STICAL OA^i'A" ; wr L• 6111: wtb 6 1,27,10;fmt 22x,16"
	 ",/;wrt
	 6
r 120: if F(1 [ =4.75;k m t	 "SYSTOM:",tS.2,7;wr.t
	 t)t^ f1'[; c, ► t;;	 +'^ ^	 1{	 `' 1'21: fmt "-YSTE^M: 11 J5.1
	 z;v.rt	 6,F[I)
122: fnit "	 G14z",,15x,"SITE:
	 '',c3 0 ;wr.t
	
6,A
123: wtb 6,27,10;fn► t	 6" , 11	 25x,4"	 ";wrt F.
124: tmt "POLARIZATION:
	 ",c2	 15x— "DATt":
	 "
q^ 125: wtb 6,27,10;fmt	 12"	 11 ,19x,4"	 11 ,2/;wrt	 G
126: fmt ''Angle",3x,"+Jean",3x,
 I'S tandard 11
	5x,
	 of",a;wrt127: fmt 5r., "Number",4x,"90t Confidence" ;wr t
	 C,
128: fmt "	 Dec	 "	 3x	 "	 ,^	 "	 11	 11	 h(	 .11	 ^	 ,	 (d0)	 ,3x,	 Dev	 (ul3)	 ,3x,- lr.^.
	 ..tax,, lc..
	 ,,^, «r t	 u)
_ 129: fmt 3x,"of	 Sites" ,4x,"Interval
	 (^1I)";^?rt	 C
130: wtb 6,27,10;fm.t




131: fmt 12 11 	 ",3X ,Ei"_",3xt13"
	 +',2/ ,;wrt
132: for J=I to N
133: if	 RII,J,51 -5U 00; f int 57x,11*****++;wrt
	 6;qLo +Z
'^•
134: tmt 57x,t• 5.1;wrt•
	6,RII,J,51 s
135: fmt f3.0,4x,t5.1,4x,15.1,6x,z;wrt C,A(JI
	 P11.' J,1(,r(I,J,2,1136: fait f7.1,9x,f4.0;wrt-6,R[I,J,3),R(I,J,4)
137: fmt 57x,15.1,3/;wrt 60,hI10J,6a
138: next J_




14.3: spc ;ox t "Previous Data: a,"	 A nc;lc" ► "	 ^i^Jt^^_ ^, [ ,`f
d
14;4: prt "_	 Std Dev( IB) .1 /11^o	 of	 Ind	 Gmpl's 11 ^^^	 da 	 ;" i tea14`5 for I=-1
	 to	 h1
14;6: fxd 1; if	 F (I) = 4.75; fxd	 2
' 1417: prt "Fieci:" F[I] 1
a 148. prt "Pol: ",I'S(Il;spc. ,
r 149: for J=1 to N J
k 150: fxd 0;p r t A(J) J151: dsp "Sigma
	 U (d8)	 €or" ,A (J) , 11 dey?"  a
152: ent " ", X; Exd	 1j jC;-t X a
15 1 3: fxd O; dsp	 "Std t: ,c v	 for" ,,A (J ) ,"deg?"
154: ent w11 ,Y,fxd
	 l,nrt Yf	 . 155: txd O; ds p 1%,o of	 Ind Smpls for11 pA(J 1,"a q?11
156: ent "", B ;fxd 1; pr t 5
157: fxd O;dsp "No of Sites for",A(JJ,"deg?"
x 158: ent " 11 ,C; fxd	 U	 pr t :;;spc
G
159: tn	 (X/10) +X; tn"(Y/10) +Y
A-26F
s160; (C-1) *Y"2 +a*X 4 2.Y; EI*X*X
161: C+D ► 1,J, 1)
t 162 M+U [ T,J, 2)
163: X+ 1)
	 1	 J, 3)
`
164: Y+11	 1,J, 4)
1.65: 11exl,	 J ^»





	 "More	 data? 1 =yes 0'511011 ► y t,
171: it 	 X=U;^4to	 "Cale"
AAA 173: to 1=1 to 100 c




...( 176 : g tb	 "%,ape,l
d 177-: re t
r	 t' ^ 7 8 :( 179: 11 s tulent	 T11:•
160: 1.645•+T; int (8)+ X
181: if	 X<=120; 1.66+'r
182: if	 X<=61;;1..67+ '1'
183: if	 X<=41;1.68+T
164: if	 X<=, 31; 1.7 +'I'
185: if	 X<=27;1.71+T „	 3
186: if	 X<=23; 1.72•+T
187: if	 X<-2U; 1.73+'r
188: if	 X<=18; 1.74+T
169: if	 X<=17; 1.75+T
190: i f	 X< =15;1.76 +'1'
191: if	 X<=14;1.77+T
192: if	 X<=13; 1.78+'r
193: if	 X <= 11; 1.8+,I,
194: if	 X< =11; 1.81 +'1'
1195: if	 X<=10; 1.83+'P
19G: if	 X< =9; l . 86 +T
197: if	 X<=8; 1	 9+,1,
- 198: if	 X<=7;1.94 +'1'
r 199: if	 X<=6; 2.02+'1'!
200: if	 X=5; 2.13.1
r 201: if 	 X <=4; 2.35+1P
t s 202: if	 X<=3; 2.92+r11





}.freYe . ,^.fif CY.4tRYRxY	 W.kY.te......	 .. a . Ref1R `F' RR R• s i .iYJ.ytiM#+1swwt.RYwlnwuw^sYRSY...IwR++^F.'ri+.w




J	 Nile !^ 	 T'tlat+ '^ic^Ma %c:ro vrj,. Angle c)6 3'rinter
	 1 - 5->l2'":
:?s r,^i,;. ^t'14
	 l,ri2[,n,: ► 7,	 ,^71,^tijUf,FS(4 k^I.',f3',^I^xitr.► I3	 1 ir:tR +,ti; , 	 „,
e	 .
	
R' l l l , R CGL' t'^.3 +%14 [11 i
	
lliiC^l +^„' 1 !) ►
 "l'"utlCttl "+"%, [ X111'' 1 ^. l'.1 I
J•	 ^
RI: c11L "1 ) Airc: v a l.t or .;)U"roun :l' l,,atu"r",X;iL X-2;t: 1g 1;gto +3t6: " rw/C": UP► t "Mi n-siun f1llf!rhl?[?",1 , "t,inc
 nuelhnr ? ", •1 "Pun IIUvbir'?",^"I) !
	 l S^..J i) , t L" t	 11 r ,^, i j`` t !^ FA Ili! : 11 I'.	 a r' un • " {''	 ,
^^t	 to	 "{ C uUt10	 fit	 "t',)L
	 t K:`I1?.,iG 1 t)w?^/^ 'i' 1' y" i`` ^(?rl fiL Ca	 ,.	 S
onl: " i ;nri o” :?f ^,,"il'C .:, i l,C ?"^r'$^t`Ct	 "i • r + °1 ^: ?s	 `
R ..^	 PI : c.^nl "Ou rJ n-ent. LL'L`nucnciC:: ", 1
'	 r,, n t	 00k ,an;.!1e-%
 s. , ► ^, rZ >h 010; f,
'	 16	 Lnr
	 t= 1: k G
	
,r
	l l 	1 7: ^,:: R, ,^S f T) to	 t ITriouency (c.l.^) : ►^	 t
^^^,,,	 i;	 11,	 a Il t	 ^ ^^ ^ 1;' ! t 1
	
I	 1
	 not "Pc,l-,r. c^tirit?",n^(Il
	
(	 20; nix L• ]
21	 for 1=1 to 1,
	
t	 22:
	 01. N i	 u	 n ';	 7	 I	 1,•	 , ^ T 1 ^ l.,ao k 	 n;} le (.ie9 I • 	 ;I
	
	 23: an t 1111,1;10,11
24; next I
	
I	 25: for 1=1 to ,]
26 Lxd 1,-if PI1j =4.75;t:xd 2r	




;^ xa11.1,P , 11I*X$f151;art XS;,5^c29: Lor J=  to , 
30: Lxa U }?rt I;[U,J)
31_: d 3 P "3i(l ma U tor,' ,t%10 , J 1
33: Lxu 1; ►,)rt U11,11 ;;)c




!	 ,1	 . , •, ^^	 ^,•	 SJ^: c nl. ^ 1 Iea.,y t.c^4	 3c;: ' ► 	 Clo;ar":wtrax	 I
	
II	 ait•	 .• "^	 Loll: , 'i R:r^^ln":Clio- 5x,2;vi rt
 6;4ith 6,27, 77
	
!	 X11: "	 To,',
	
t	 X12:	 1'i?Gn Ion:jl',iz'".,yt6 (,:.^% , 71i, lnt(ii*'L: l /61),i lit. (il 11U) 1
'1C, ):L widtn , '^:% U ;, 2' f;7
	 nt #Sk12t)/r,n x	 i
	
{	  1,	 ,	 (	 ),inL-(fi*120)
	
N
Plot car ain":wtb 6 27,79 int(0/u4) ,int(01, i nt:(0/64),int(0)MI5: r'^Sy t	 ^Jt	 ,^rF,fe.^:'"•
4G	 ^^`	 R'haractor Ci11'	 ":wty G,?. 7,4G,45 , nL(	 ,inC(5),0
	
1	 47:
	 7 6 *X (1}; li p ; +\ [11;x et, ",10c"
4i,: it Lly,l=f); 1,1,1• "^I^,„ .^ I .ty e rL• 	





4a: i t 11,31=1 1;n i






SO: "Ma ke box":





-A%Jtj	 :14	 +A; Al ;uw	 + XILI i tsl,	 WN0
720+X(2);064*YI21;gsb	 "plot"
53s `Bottcm":120+ ► (1);192-Y(lj;gsb	 *10c"
54; 720+X(21;192+Y(21;gsb "plot*
55t w,tb	 6j27j46t124vint(5/64)pint(5)p0




50: "Left rAde":120*Xj lj;864 *Yj1J1gmb "loc"
0: 120+Xj21;l92+VI21;cj s1b 	 "plot"220*X(l)
61s For Iml to 5
t 62: 192-oY(1);gsb	 "loc"63; wtb	 6,124
6 4 1i k (1)+100*N(1165; next 160 for	 I-0 tc 60 L)y 10
67.- '10(1-.9)+1-0+Xi11;176*Yi11 ;gsh "loc"
66: fmt f2.0,z 4;wrt 6ji
69 ,. next	 .1
70: 360+XI1j;160*Y(l);9sb "loc"
71: imt *LOCK ANCU,",e wrt 6
72: 60+6*lcn(S$)+XI11;128+Y(11;gcb	 "loc"
73: fmt. c30;wrt	 61Ss
74: it	 flgl=l;gto +4
75,: 186*X[1);112-Yj1);gsb	 "loc"
76: fmt	 11 Mi ss ion:,	 f 3. 0 j, 5 x r 11 1,i ne:	 " v 9 2. tj	 x	 u n:
77: wrt 6rP#Q,P
78: 160+6*len(D$)+Xi1) ;96-*Y(l) -if 	 flgl'v1,-112-Yj1j
79; gab ►'loc"80: fmt c20,-wrt 6,D$
81: O*X[1);648*Y(11;gEb	 "loc"82: fmt	 , s ;, v/	 11 1 11 j, / j"G" j , / j11Mw
0: wO 6,124;fnit 2/,,"D",/#*V;wrt 6
BA: ent	 11 0). 1,	 or	 1)Variablo	 Scale?-,,x
85: it	 X-0;-35-L,+Y;6+D;64+A
M. A.i	 X=I,-gsb	 I'var"
0:, for	 I-U to D
88: 84+X(11;1*A+192+Y(11;gcb 	 "loc"
69: fmt	 f3.0, 11 - l ;wrt 6,V,-Y+5+Y
90: next I
91: :Ab 6,,27,79,int(120/64)	 int(120)pint(192/64) .int(lC2)
s	 ^ 92:1"
93:,'"Plot uatall:
94: for	 1=1 to 14
95:1 it	 F (I) =-I. G;wtL- 6 # 27	 46-,46 	int (2/64) pint G') VA
96: if F [I) %- 4 . 75; wth 6 27 # 46 j,46 # int (101/64) # in t G V)
97: if F 111 -13 . 3,- wtb 0 # 2 7 46 4 2 0 int(f/11, 4) if-A t 1 ,t
96: 348-o X Ill ; 656-161-P Y 1 31 ;c;s h "loc"
^< 
99: fmt f4.1.,Ix,c2,z
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OF POOR QUALITY	 p
302'i it ^ (Y] =1^e,;^ 1llt 17^,ti"" ve ; Wy.}	 G
10310' ifF .(I) &4.75	 r,^;444-X(11 YI11+4+ y (1);44	 ^^IC)c, n,.,_ if T (I) =4.7 r,;tmt 6".";w9 t G
Mi if F•(I] = 13.3;imt 1x,6"*";wrt 'G
106 •, lor J-1  to m	 r	 '
a,07':At Jul; IU*Dl U.1l xlll s tE1/ 5 ►





112; epc 5;dsp " Fit nishod";end
113: "loc ",:Wtb 6,27,65, int( X,(I)/64),int4x(]I ► ,inl(V(11/04).int(Ylall;r
11C4:' "plot" : wtb 6 77,97 # int ( Xl'21/64),int ( x(^1'I.int(Yt21 /64) ► int(JYJ 11;r(y `115.:'= r vair„ ..
117: for 'I=1 to h
;118, lor..J=1 'to m
119 ' D (lrJ. ) *T
:12 Qa .,. f T> =H; T+H
l.21 s If T< L 7 +  	 '
122;`'
12.3'+,+"i`ex t;. I
'124 ` , f;(H /5) +11 *5+H;5(nc (L/5)-1)+L
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